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EXTRA 
Volume LX 
Hoffert Chosen 
To Lead YMCA; 
Wurster Veep 
Vice-President Elect 
To Hold State "Y" Post 
In an election conducted 
among the men students Wed-
nesday, Bob Hoffert, steve 
Wurster, and John Piston have 
been elected officers of the 1961-
62 YMCA. Hoffert defeated John 
Hope and fills the office vacated 
by gratuating Irv Moore. Bob is 
a pre-theo history major from 
Quakertown, Pa. He is student 
producer of the spring play, be-
longs to Chi Alpha, and is Sigma 
Rho Lambda's corresponding 
secretary. 
"It is my firm hope that as 
YMCA president I can build 
idealistically, and yet realistical-
ly, upon the commendable re-
cord of the past president and 
his cabinet so that, in some way, 
I will be able to justify the con-
fidence placed in me," Hoffert 
told The Weekly following his 
election. 
Steve Wurster won the elec-
tion of 'Y' vice-president against 
Charles Hentz. John Piston and 
Dick Sanders were the contend-
ers for the post of treasurers be-
ing vacated by Clifford Kuhn. 
Piston was elected. He is an Eng-
lish major from Lansdale, Pa., 
and is feature editor of The 
Weekly. John also participates 
in the band and Messiah chor-
ous. 
Wurster State Veep 
steve Wurster, vice-president 
of next year's YMCA at Ursinus, 
was elected on ~pril 8, by repre-
sentatives of more than 75 col-
leges from the middle Atlantic 
area, to be vice-chairman of the 
Pennsylvania State Student 'Y'. 
(Continued on page 4) 
Meistersingers 
Sing in Maryland, 
Washington, D.C. 
Having completed a series of 
choral concerts in the immedi-
ate area, the Ursinus College 
Meistersingers have begun their 
annual Spring Choral Tour. 
Leaving Friday, April 14, the 
group of forty-two singers and 
two accompanists sang a sacred 
concert at st. John's United 
Church of Christ in Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania, before riding by 
bus to Frederick, Maryland, on 
Saturday where they performed 
a secular program. 
Under the direction of Dr. 
William F. Phillip, the Meister-
singers this year have sung at 
such places as Faith Church in 
Philadelphia, Doylestown, and 
at nearby Wentz Church and 
Lower Providence Presbyterian 
Church. 
Yesterday morning the choir 
sang for the Evangelical and 
Reformed Church of Frederick. 
Meistersinger President Dave 
Emery gave a short sketch of the 
group and Ursinus. Following 
the service the Meistersingers 
travelled to Hagerstown for an 
evening concert at the Christ 
U.C.C. Church. Today the group 
toured the nation's Capitol see-
ing such sights as the Washing-
ton, Jefferson, and Lincoln 
Memorials, the Smithsonian In-
stitute, the Houses of Congress. 
and the National Art Museum. 
Tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. through 
the courtesy of Congressman 
Dick Schweiker the Meistersing-
ers will be given a brief "acca-
peUa" program on the steps of 
the Capitol buIlding. !.The group 
wlll then be free umil evening 
when they sing for the Zion 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of 
Baltimore. It returns to Ursinus 
on Wednesday. 
Serving as student conduc-
tors this year were BarbarL 
Peterson and John Hope, both 
of whom ciemonstrated an abil-
ity to lead the group through its 
most difficult numbers. Diane 
Wlliiams, Elmeretta Bottlgller. 
Dave Stewart, and Bob Livings-
ton comprISe the Freshmen 
Quartette whose numbers have 
proved "easing to all the choll"s 
audiences. 
Chris Freed and Elizabeth 
Keps accompany the Meister-
singers at the piano. Peter 
Shults, with his assistants Judy 
Nelson and ltv Moore, Is the 
bus1ne88 manager of the an-
tour. 
EDITION 
MONDAY, APRIL 17, 1961 Number 18 
Ursinus Women Elect Burgoon, Nelson, Sheese; Special Forum ~ eatures 
72% Turnout For WSGA, YrfCA, WAA Vote Curtis String Quartet 
Nearly 720/£ of Ursinus women previous administrat ive exper- presidency Wednesday, takes 
eligible to vote turned out Wed- ience in the YWCA, as a sopho- over Adele Statzell 's old job . 
nesday afternoon, April 12, to more ruler, and in the WAA, Barba ra moved up from her 
cast their ballots in the elections expressed her enthusia$l1 over 1960-61 office as WAA vice-pr es-
for WSGA and WAA officers. her victory : "Now I know what ident. Carol Taney will fill the 
The freshmen, way out in front that Russian fellow felt like WAA vice-presidency during the 
~hen he was put in orbit . . . I'd I next two semesters. Carol bested 
lIke to thank the women stu- three other girls, Dot tie Detwil-
dents for their confidence in er, Lore Hamilton, and Pauline 
in voting enthusiasm, mustered 
84% of their class to the polls 
while the juniors took last place 
with 61 0/0 voting. 73 % of the sen-
ior women voted, and 69 0/0 of 
the sophomores came to the 
polls. 
The election for WSGA of-
ficers took a revote before Gloria 
Burgoon emerged victorious over 
Winifred Miller, Ruth Fatscher, 
and Mary Dassler for the presi-
dency. Barbara Rupp won her 
campaign for WSGA vice-presi-
dent while Sue Honeysett was 
electel secretary, and Kay O' -
Donnell was chosen treasurer. 
Gloria suceeds Sandra Motta, 
this year's WSGA prexy. Barbara 
takes Judy Nelson's office, Sue 
succeeds Sally Andrews, and 
Kay, The Weekly's news editor, 
replaces Ruth Fatscher as treas-
urer. 
In Orbit 
GlorIa Burgoon, who has had 
Four Profs Discuss 
Three Decades 
Of Moving Events I 
"Thirty Years of History I 
Have Seen," a two-part Y Forum 
of recent weeks, proved a phili-
sophical, factual and most inter-
esting topic of discussion for 
four Ursinus profs. On Wednes-
day, March 5 Dr. Yost and Mr. 
Jones were teamed for a session 
recalling past events from the 
literary viewpoint, regulated by 
moderator Dr. Donald Baker. 
Mr. Jones commented on 
American literature in the past 
thirty years, claiming justifiably 
that twenty minutes was no-
where near enough for a com-
plete resume. In the thirties, 
years of depression and eco-
nomic unrest, writers were in 
search of something sound on 
which to build their lives and 
philosophies. T. S. Eliot, Eugene 
O'Neill, Willa Cather and others 
reflect/¥i life as they saw.it dur-
ing this troubled period. In 
more recent times, William 
Faulkner-Once considered radi-
cal and outspoken-has come to 
be recog~zed for the great au-
thor !that he is. Arthur Mlller, 
with the creation of such en-
during characters as Willy Lo-
man of "Death of a Salesman," 
vies with Tennessee Williams for 
the spotlight among moderl;1 
playwrights. W1Iliams, a master 
of staging and pure drama, 
ranked high in Mr. Jones' opin-
ion. Skimming alpng, attention 
was turned to the field of science 
fiction, with H. G. Wells, Brad-
bury, and Isaac Azimov com-
manding respect for their work. 
Commenting on beatnik poets 
Keronac and Ginsberg, Mr. 
Jones claimed that "they are 
nothing more than 1960 Rom-
antics-and if they are doing 
anything, they are wr1t~ng Uter-
ature of protest!" 
The dry humor of Dr. Yost 
pervaded his discussion of Ur-
sinus over the past thirty years. 
In 1930 Ursinus had an enroll-
ment of 450 (the 160 members 
In his freshman class seemed 
entirely too large to the admin-
Istration); Pfahler Hall was 
merely a dream of the President, 
and Bomberger served as a 
building of such uses as science 
(ODnttnue4 on pap C) 
me." Moock. Last year she served as 
I 
Hopes for Activity a freshman W AA represen tative 
Judy Nelson, Lois Hartzell, and and is currently associate sports 
Joan Kleinhoff are the new of- editor for The. Weekly. 
ficers of the YWCA elected last 
Wednesday by the Ursinus wo-
men. Judy, who defeated Carol-
yn Cressman for. the presidency 
aillo expressed her thanks for 
the show of confidence from the 
women and said, "I am looking 
forward to a good year in the 'Y' 
with the help of aU the commis-
sion leaders. I hope all students 
will actively participate in 'Y' 
activities." 
EJeeted as vice-president to 
succeed Gloria Burgoon was Lois 
Hartzell. Joan Kleinhoff, the 
new secretary, succeeds Lois 
Kershner. 
Barbara Sheese, who defeated 
Georgia Ferrell for the W AA 
SUPPLY STORE NOTICE 
Book sales in the Supply 
Store will terminate Friday, 
April 21. Anyone who needs 
second ' semester books must 
purchase them by that date. 
Florence Jacobs succeeds Lore 
Hamilton as WAA senretary. 
Florence, a sophomore, defeated 
two freshmen women, Gail Brin-
ton and Carol DeSilva . Carol 
Wolfram, the only freshman 
elected to the top four W AA 
Barbara Sheese, WAA's 
'61-'62 leader 
posts defeated classmates June 
Ritting and Dayle Stapleton. 
Judy Shultz held the treasurer's 
job last year. All of the girls 
elected to the W AA are active in 
the girls' sports program. 
"With the able assistance of 
the newly elected cabinet mem-
bers, I am looking forward to a 
properous year," Barbara Sheese 
told The Weekly upon learning 
of her election. 
MSGA NOTICE 
Men students are reminded 
that all petitions for a posi-
tion on the Men's Student 
Government Association must 
be turned in to Jim Sander-
cock in Room 300 Curtis Hall 
no later than 9 this evening. 
New Varsity Club Loan Plan 
Meets Presidential Approval 
President Helfferich, with his 
signature, gave final approval 
at 2 'p. m. last Monday to the 
new VaTsity Club Loan Fund . 
Thus Ursinus College Varsity 
Club has opened a new source 
interest on even the first six 
months. 
The new loan is open to junior 
or senior members of the Var-
sity Club for sums of not more 
than five hundred dollars, and 
President Helfterich signs the Varsity Club Loan Fund Proposal 
while Herb Murphy, Loan Fund Committee Chairman, looks on. 
of relief for the ever growing although at first only one loan 
financial burden placed on the a 'year will be given, stipulations 
college student. are made for more than one a 
This new loan fund is based year. Recipients may possibly 
on a fund started by the Var- receive the loan two years in a 
sity Club of 1938-39. They de- row. In the first year after grad-
pOSited an initIal sum of five uation one half of the loan is 
hundred dollars, and the fUhd due with no Interest. The bal-
has since swelled to nearly ance is due in another year with 
$3000. The old fund, however, a nominal five percent Interest 
had principles so antiquated by on the balance. A student re-
present standards that It was ceiving the loan two years may 
not only no longer sought but take a third year to pay. From 
was virtually unknown.. this year forward, the Varsity 
Formerly Varsity Club mem- Club will be required to add two 
bers In their senior year could hundred dollars a year to the 
apply for loans of $125 or less fund. 
for their last semester only. The Groundwork laid for the past 
loans.had to be repaid within six I few years and a concentrated 
months after graduation with (Continued on page 4) 
Famous Group Highlights Ursinus Forum Schedule; 
Bomberger Scene of Chamber Music Concert 
The world famous Curtis String Quartet, acknowledged 
by listeners and critics alike as one of the most accom-
plished chamber music groups now performing, will play 
for a special U rsinus College Forum Thursday night, April 
20 in Bomberger Chapel. Dr. Eugene Miller, head of the 
Forum, released this news recently, and he added that 
surplus forum funds have made such a musical COUP 
Tibetan Student 
Shows Rare Films 
Of His Homeland 
by Bruce Foster 
Ursinus' own Lobsang Sam-
den, with the assistance of Dr. 
Allan L. Rice and the modern 
world's movie camera, brought 
East and West a little closer 
with an unusual and entertain-
ing description of his Tibetan 
homeland.. In a very gracious 
man n e r , Lobsang presented 
films of "my country" to a size-
able Ursinus audience and un-
identified viSitors last Sunday 
night. The films of the YM~YW 
CA sponsored program (held in 
lieu of vespers in Pfahler Hall) 
were carried out of Tibet when 
the Communists gained control 
and brought about the exile of 
the Dalai Lama. 
An unnamed Tibetan photog-
rapher filmed the unusually 
colorful sights of Lobsang's 
homeland. The film began with 
a shot of the magnificent Potala 
Palace which looms above the 
adjacent city of Lhasa like an 
oriental acropolis. From this 
palace a gigantic procession des-
cended flight after flight of 
steps and weaved its way into 
the city. The center of interest 
of this New Year's pageantry 
was the Fourteenth Dalai Lama 
and walking humbly by his side 
was Lol;>sang. The procession 
was steeped in antiquity. There 
cannot be a more vivid example 
of the estrangement of Tibet 
from the outside world. 
Summer Festival 
Next, the camera scanned the 
rich scenery near the Potala 
Palace and showed the bustle of 
a summer festival where there 
were games, dances, and skit 
held under huge open air tents. 
Seen in the background almost 
everywhere were the monks who 
made up nearly a fifth of the 
population. 
The film ended on a sad note. 
After the Communists assumed 
control, the Dalai Lama and fif-
ty thousand of his countrymen 
struggled over mountains to 
(Continued on Rage 4) 
Academy of Music 
To Present Garner 
Erroll Garner, noted pianist-
composer, will appear in a con-
cert on Friday, April 21, at The 
I Academy of Music, Philadelphia, in a new program of jazz piano 
. improvisions. Garner Is the first 
jazz a.rtist to be presented by the 
famous opera and ballet impre-
sario Sol Hurok, and his appear-
ance at the academy is part of 
an extended nationwide tour. 
Errol! Garner has been playing 
the piano professionally since 
the age of seven in theaters, and 
supper clubs, on records, tele-
viSion, and radio. Starting In 
Pittsburgh, his home town, in 
the 1930's, he became a success-
ful New York musician by the 
early '40's. In more recent years 
he has been bringing his piano 
improvisions to the concert 
stage. 
Self Taught 
Self taught, Garner is said to 
have polished his florid, embel-
lished style on Mississippi river-
boats. He is best known for his 
ballad composition "Misty" and 
his top selling and typical Col-
umbia record album, "Concert by 
the Sea". 
His piano style, characterized 
by freewheeling improvision with 
the melodic line always in evi-
dence, Is augmented by his well-
known grunting vocal effects 
such as "syumm," "me-yes" and 
"uh-hum" to name three of the 
more prominent ones. 
possible. 
Critics from ' allover Europe 
and America have highest praise 
for the blending of tone and 
technique achieved by this 
group which has been seasoned 
by over thirty years of associa-
tion and a career of more than 
2000 cdncerts .. 
Lionel Tertis, dean of British 
string players has written, "Re-
calling the many quartets I 
have heard, I give the palm to 
the Curtis Quartet. They have 
achieved the ideal." The art of 
the quartet has been spread 
abroad by their successful series 
of Westminster reeordings. 
Studied Abroad 
The two Curtis Quartet vio-
linists are Jascha Brodsky and 
Mehli Mehta. Brodsky completed 
his musical studies with the 
great concert violinist Efrem 
Zimbalist (father of the popular 
actor.) After touring Europe as 
a soloist, he came to America 
where he joined his present col-
leagues at the Curtis Institute. 
Mehli Mehta was born in Bom-
bay and eventually directed the 
Bombay Symphony and Cham-
ber Music Societies. As a recital-
ist he has toured India and 
many European centers. 
Max Arnoff is the violist of 
the group and he is also a violin 
virtuoso. He has devoted much 
of time to teaching at the Curtis 
Institute where he has produced 
some of the country's best vio-
lists. He also founded and now 
directs the New School of Music 
in Philadelphia. 
Orlando Cole 
Orlando Cole, who earlier gave 
a solo concert at Ursinus as part 
of the regular Forum schedule, 
returns as the Curtis String 
Quartet cellist. He is both a not-
ed player and a teacher, and he 
is a graduate of the curtis In-
stitute. 
Mr. Cole is also cellist for the 
Philadelphia Symphonic Orch-
estra and was born in Philadel-
phia. When he gave his solo con-
cert at the October 12 Forum, 
he was assisted at the piano by 
Vladimir Sokoloff, and his pro-
gram was enthusiastically re-
ceived by Ursinus students. He 
has played cello with the Curtis 
String quartet since 1927 and 
was with the group when it ap-
peared at the Silver Jubilee of 
King George V in Britain. 
The concert will begin in the 
chapel at 8 p. m. 
Students Stress 
Cigarette Search 
Representatives of the Philip 
Morris cigarette company have 
announced a contest open only 
to Ursinus College. As part of a 
local advertising campaign the 
company is offering a Decca 
stereo hi-fi console to the group 
or individual that submits the 
most empty packages of Marl-
boros, Parliaments, Alpines, and 
Philip Morris. Also, the person 
who submits the most empty 
packages of Philip Morris Com-
manders will be awarded a Key-
stone movie camera. 
Form the Habit 
The contest is open to stud-
ents only, and it is running now 
through May 5. It's real, there's 
no gimmick, and the prizes are 
on display at the drug. An in-
terim collection will be held in 
The Weekly office on the after-
noon of April 28. The final col-
lection will be on May 5. 
The contest is, of course, di-
rected by the Philip Morris Com-
pany to get the Ursinus campus 
in the Alpine-Marlborough-Par-
l1ament-Ph1l1p Morris habit. 
Students have already begun to 
hoard clandestinely shredded, 
soggy, torn, discarded cigarette 
packs. Fraternities, sororities, 
(Continued on page 2) 
PAGE TWO THE URSINUS WEEKLY 
Published twenty-two times each academic year by the 
students of Ursinus College 
Fifty-eighth year of publication 
URSINUS in 
the PAST 
by Robin Stevenson 
EDITOU-IN-CHmF .... .. ....... . .. .. . . ...... . .. . . ... .... . John R. Swinton 1902 _ 1903 
i~~~~~;~N~D~~S~~!E . . ~.~~.~~. ~~ . . ~~~~.~ ~~.~ . ::: :: ::: : :' R.CT.Dsc~~~~~::~ September 26, 1902, marked 
ADvlm.'l'ISI G MANAGli:R ......... . ... . . .. . .......... . ..... Ronald Cassel the debut of The Ursinus Week-
CIRCULA'l'lON MANAGER . . .... ... . . . .. .... . ... . ......... . . . . .. Sue Cohen ly. Tpe Bulletin, a monthly 
News Staff magazine of the college, was re-
NEWS EDITOR ... .. .......... ... . .... ............... .. ... .. . Kay O'Donnell placed by a weekly newspaper 
AS OCIATI'> Nli:\\,S EDITOR .. .. . . . . . ....... . ... . . . .... . .. Winifred Miller in the hope that it would bettp~ 
REPORTERS - Maynard Boyd, Dorothy D'Agostlno, Debbie Doyle. Carole satisfy the information wants 
~1~;;;~erRIC~~~~~on~all~~' §';a~~'s,LW~rC:ar~l1ke~~~~\'g, J~~roriesi~W~: of the students and alumni 
Jane Smith, Pat Tuclcer, Pat Vogel. I "The thirty-thi,rd academic 
Feature Staff year of Ursinus College" opened 
FEATURE EDITOR .. .. . . .......... . .. . .. ... . .. ...... . . . . .. . . . John Piston with "accessions as follows: 
A SOCJATE FEATURE EDITOR .......................... Richard Levine Academy, 22 (new students); 
FEATU¥~el~I~~~S ~ha~~~ ~::~l~~e ~l~~e~~r~arab~~k~~~srine~elr{;11t School ?,f Theology, 8; The Col-
Susan Korle, Robin Stevenson, Dick Newcombe, Dave Williams, Cindy lege,27. The School of Theology 
Morris. was located at 3260 Chestnut 
Sports Staff Street in Philadelphia. The 
SPORTS EDITOR . ............................................. Jerry Morita Academy offered "beautiful sur-
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITORS .... . ............. Bob Hohn, Carol Taney roundings, rich 'educational en-
SPORT Fa~~Kc?r~t~~\.e-;;"a~~ce~, '}~~~a~ry St5~i1gB~!~~er,B8~r;?affe~~'lfl};~i~ vironment, refining influences, 
Larry Koch, Ed Leister, Barbara Sheese. Cheryl Siegel, Beverly von democratic spirit . . ." It was 
Kleeck, Georgia Ferrell, BI11 Prall "successful in discipline with 
Photography Staff tables supplied from the school's 
EDITOR ...... . ..... .. ............. ... ................ . .. .. ...... . Joe Mastro own garden and dairy." 
PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT ............... . ........... .. . .. Judie Tomkins For the football team the 
Production Staff 1902 season was a ripping suc-
PROOFREADING MANAGER . . ........... . . ........ . . . ... . .. Nancy Lewis cess. At the opening game, Ur-
PROOF.ru~~DIf!~f:-L:~~YL~~~~,ro1~ie~ar~~~!ig~u.Jrr~llnlfo~o~dn:ar~\llroy, sinus overwhelmed Muhlenberg, 
TYPING MANAGER ... . .. . .......... ..................... Barbara Pietz8ch 63 to O. Then Williamson, Dick-
TYP[ST - Linda Adams, Joan Bauerle, Barbara Eichel, Susan Evans, Fran inson, and New York University 
March, Mimi Schumacher, Betsy Hamblin (which now boasts better than 
CIRCULATION HANDLING ...................................... Bob Allen 65,000 students) fell before the 
Entered Decembe~n~~'r ~gr orco<;>i::~:v~}e'Mir~h ~~ 1~790nd class matter, onslaught of the mighty Bears. 
It was deemed necessary to Mailing Address: Campus P~:~n~~~~~laUrSinus College, Collegeville, warn the student body against 
becoming too enthusiastIC over 
Terms: Mall fl~~;~~~tt~~-J~s1~u~ebolt~~~'1~ti~~?:~a~e~u~~f:.IPtiOn-payable the athletic success: " ... habits 
WEEKLY THOUGHT: 
'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print; 
A book's a book, although there's nothing in't. 
-Lord Byron 
EDITORIA.L 
Extra Edition 
of study during footbaU season 
should be earnestly and care-
fully guarded," advised The 
Weekly. Rutgers and Haverford 
were then added to .the string 
of Ursinus' victories, and the 
editors were moved to write" 
" ... the success of our football 
team has brought Ursinus into 
the public eye ... , we have 
been given more space in the 
The newspaper which you ~re reading is the first Philadelphia papers." A mem-
orial calendar was printed and 
and probably the only "extra edition" of THE WEEKLY sold with the picture of the 
this year. One might well ask, "How come it's an extra members of the winning football 
edition? Today is Monday isn't it? THE WEEKL Y squad posed in a typically anti-
quated manner. 
comes out on Monday doesn't it?" The Weekly issue of Friday, 
The truth is, this Monday was to be an oasis on the December 19 had a small article 
entitled "The Week in Con-
desert of journalistic labor, a halcyon day for the new gress." "The Senate," it said, 
staff, weary from the enthusiastic confusion of the first "ratified the treaty ... between 
issue last week. In short, this Monday was formerly an the United States and Spain by 
a two thirds vote without debate 
open date in our publication schedule. or division. A bill making Oct-
We found, however, such an abundance of information ober 21 a legal holiday to be 
known as Columbus Day, was 
pertinent to the Ursin us scene-the coming distinguisl1ed introduced recently. The Senate 
Forum, the results of various elections, and programs of agreed to postpone further 
interest in in Philadelphia-that to pass this date without statehood discussion till after 
the holiday recess." (Oklahoma 
publishing would have constituted flagrant duty shirking. didn't make it until five years 
Consequently the news staff girded its loins, the feature later.) 
d'd An article entitled "On Co-
writers redipped their pens, and the sports reporters 1 education" argued persuasively 
some extra snooping around Patterson Field and the T -G for the continuation of the con-
gym and, with fervor born, w~ trust, of dedication to troversial co-educational system. 
. . l' h d d tho d' . Only one drawback to the in-Ursmus Journa Ism, t ey pro uce IS extra e ItlOn. stitution was mentioned and that 
We continue to be amazed by the burst of initial en- was" . .. the departure of the 
thusiasm shown by the new WEEKLY staff and hope good old college spirit ... which 
.. had shed a glow and halo of 
that Its output WIll not be abated. But, of course, we romance and sentiment, the wild 
welcome any writers who have an interest in, and a flare abadon of college day." When a 
GRANDFATHER 
MENCKEN 
by Richrd F. Levine 
Henry Louis Mencken was 3S 
much a part of the twen ties as 
jazz or ticker-tape.. In "The 
Vintage Mencken," an anthology 
gathered by Allistair Cooke lin 
paper-back), we can sec "the 
glory that was Mencken." from 
some of his first works to those 
just before his stroke in 1948. 
Mencken has been called the 
"master craftsman of daily jour-
nalism in the twentieth cen-
tury." He was editor of two now-
defunct magazines, Smart Set 
and The American Mercury, to 
which he contributed many 
articles. Why he had and hlts 
such appeal is only guessed at. 
Traces of Shaw and Nietzsche 
are apparent in hi s work. Here 
are two aphorism.s as examples. 
"Democracy is the theory that 
the common people lmow what 
they want, and desen e to get it 
good and hard." "Puritanism--
the haunting fear that some-
one, somewhere, may by happy." 
But he was far mo!'~ than an 
arm-chair commentatl'Jr and 
more than a columnist. The 
American Language bears im-
pressive witness to his abili.ty 
and scholarship. To college ~tu­
dents of this day he is a thrill-
ing historian. He brings the 
dreary study of names and dates 
into modern psychological per-
sepectives with analytical re-
porting of the kind for which 
Cooke is known-relevancies, 
not only facts . His pictures of 
Valentino, a Cuban 'revolution', 
the late Henry Cabot Lodge, Sr., 
Wilson, W. J. Bryan, Justice Hol-
mes, F.D.R., and Coolidge re-
mind us that history is people, 
and that even fiction like Dos 
Passos' USA may teach us much 
about the past: 
He labeled himself a skeptiC. 
In the little volume I have seen 
he considers the YMCA, city pol-
ice, the Lincoln myth, the Amer-
ican plutocracy where an aris-
tocracy should be, prohibition, 
medical quackery, country relig-
ion, modern architecture, the 
possible consequences of the 
South's winning the Civil War, 
and-with special vehemence-
the myth of the Anglo-Saxon 
(he was hterally one himself). 
He appeals to me immensly . 
To be compared favorably with 
him would be as thrilling as 
having something ap'pear in the 
American Scholar. Both of these 
possibilities seem far off, if at all 
visible, so I content myself with 
enjoying Mencken and other 
writers, and with trying. The 
unique magnificence of Menc-
ken was his style, which Cooke 
calls "flexible, fancy-free, ribald, 
and always beautifully lucid: a 
native product unlike any other 
style in the language." His writ-
ing is as enjoyable for its man-
ner as it is for its qualities of in -
terest and amusement. 
SLA YES of FEAR 
by Cindy Morris 
Prejudice and discrimination 
were the topics of a talk given 
recen tty in Room 7 to a YM-
YWCA gathering by Ed Myers, 
regional president of the Stud-
ent Pennsylvania State Educa-
tion Association and an Ursinus 
freshman. 
Ed, who has had long exper-
Ience with Pennsylvanla educa-
tional groups, began with an 
alarming quotation stating that 
800/0 of the population of the 
United States has feelings of 
hostili ty toward min 0 r i t y 
groups. Racial and religious 
prejudice is a pressing problem 
which the psychologist and soc-
iologists are vainly seeking a 
solution to. In the field of hu-
man relations the social sci-
entists have an enormous task 
ahead of them. The United 
States is a nation which is far 
advanced in scientific knowl-
edge and achievement, but there 
is no corresponding level of ad-
vancement in the social sciences. 
In our method of dealing with 
people there remains room for 
much improvement. "What 
good is knowing how ~o split 
the atom if we can't get along 
with the guy next door?" 
There are three types of 
groups who are trying to com-
bat prejudice: the " pleaders," 
the "educators,," and the "fight-
ers." The pleaders are responsi-
ble for placing posters in pub)ic 
places entreating us in high-
sounding terms to practice 
brotherhood and tolerance. The 
attempts of the pleaders are not 
effective because there is no way 
to measure how many people are 
being reached by their propa-
ganda. The educators explain 
the facts to people but the edu-
caction they produce doesn't 
carry into other spheres of life. 
The fighters fall into two class-
es. There are the ones who want 
to keep peace by smoothing 
wounds already made, and there 
are the ones who demand action. 
The attempts of the fighters 
are not effective because they 
create unnecessary enemies or 
are afraid to accomplish any-
thing for fear of offending some 
group. Sociology and psychology 
are not succeeding in combat-
ting prejudice because their at-
tempts are confused and unor-
ganlzed and the r~actions they 
do measure are only surface re-
actions. 
The two minority groups to-
ward which most prej udice and 
discrimination is directed in the 
United States today are the Ne-
groes and the Jews. Rejection by 
the majority has profound psy-
chological effects on members 
of these minority grours. The 
individual feels that he is differ-
ent and must adjust his person-
ality. He accepts "the values 
which the majol'ity group places 
on him and builds up a negative 
self image. Unfortunately, par-
ents cannot protect their chil-
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Chapel 
Commentary 
Monday, April 10-
Mr. Schellhase discussed the 
new emphasis on leisure, and 
claimed that many people now 
worship the god of leisure and 
the easy way. Relating this 
school of thought to Urslnus he 
mentioned that instead of doing 
more hard work many students 
substitute glib smiles and work 
on presenting a favorable image 
to profs. Most of us can work 
harder than we really do. 
Tuesday, April 11-
Mr. Schellhase, alumni secre-
tary, brought up the subject of 
philanthropy in Europe and The 
United States (where it is far 
more prevalent and up to eight 
billion dollars are given yearly, 
half to religious causes) as pre-
paration for a discllssion of 
alumni gifts to the college and 
the college's assets. 
A journalistic embargo was 
placed on the exact figures con-
cerning Ursinus' solvency now 
and in the past, but, from 1925 
to 1960 our assets have multiplied 
nearly seven times. 
Right now, according to Mr. 
Schellhase, tuition pays for only 
75 percent of a student's educa-
tion at Ursinus. The rest is paid 
for by endowment interest, gifts 
of alumni, and private donations. 
Ursinus' record of loyalty 
(measured in percent of alumni 
donating a year) is extremely 
high. Two years ago at least one 
survey showed that we ranked 
second in the nation. Pressure to 
give is low and SOliciting is car-
ried on purely through the mails. 
Students who graduate are not 
deprived of their breakage fee 
as many has supposed. The bal-
ance of the fee, unless willingly 
donated to the college alumni 
fund, is sent home to the par-
ents. 
Wednesday, April 12-
April 12 is one of the most im-
portant dates in history: one 
hundred years ago the Civil War 
began, and sixteen years ago 
Franklin D. Roosevelt passed 
away. This is now also the date 
when the Russians put the first 
man into space. Then Dr. Par-
sons went on to discuss the con-
stant business of choice that 
students and teachers alike have 
to face daily in their activities. 
Thursday, April 13-
Mr. Schellhase, in lieu of a 
regular chapel talk, briefly in-
terpreted Psalm 90. 
Friday, April 14-
Dr. Creager analyzed the word 
"responsibility," noting that it is 
a combination of two words: the 
ability to respond. He suggested 
that we increase our attention 
upon the three subjects of beau-
ty, truth, and excellence in 
everyday life, rather than tend-
ing to ignore the world about us. 
Then he pointed out that our 
administration and faculty are 
quite willing to respond to both 
truth and excellence when they 
come across these qualities in the 
student body. 
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the PRESSBOX 
by Jerry Morita 
Cri ticism has often cas-
caded down upon the Var-
sity Club for its lack of use-
fullness as an organization. 
Some criticism has even been 
levelled by members themselves, especially in regards to 
patron money and lack of attendance at the meetings, yet 
problems of this sort are inherent in practically every' or-
ganization on campus. As to the insipid commentary that 
the club is useless, the newly implimented loan fund has all 
but squelched these remarks. Although the club itself is far 
from dynamic or imbued with Florence Nightingale tenden-
cies the club definitely has a place on the Ursinus campus .. 
Take for instance the loan fund. For years the Varsity 
Club has attempted to revise an antiquated contract which 
set up a loan fund back in 1939. This year the revision took 
place, and the contract allows for a $500 dollar loan to be 
given to a junior or senior member of the Varsity Club. 
Need not scholarship will be the criteria for the person or 
pe~sons selectd. However, the manner in which the set up 
stands will allow for final selection by the varsity scholar-
ship committee, and personal qualifications including those 
o fan academic nature, will undoubtedly be considered and 
justly so. 
If any qualified letter winner is ipterested, their ap-
plications must be submitted to Herb Murphy or John Det-
weiler before the end of this week. 
Ursinus' netmen take the court this Wednesday 
against Swarthmore, and in much better straits materially 
speaking than in previous years. With only two wins last 
year, the net team can greatly improve and still end up with 
a poor season. Nonetheless the team should card a better 
than 500 record. 
Vastly improved by the addition of Geoff Bloom, and 
Bruce Rambo, the tempermental squad has no excuse for 
not doing well. Swathmore and Haverford are tough, so 
much so that one cannot remember when the team has won 
so much as one point from either of them. However, as 
coach Quinn puts it, "I am hopeful but cautious." 
Unfortunately, the tennis team has been known to col-
lapse and if such an apathetic cancerous attitude ever takes 
hold, as it has so often in the past, the Bears promise of im-
provement could easily turn into a farce. Despite the hum-
iliating loss to Hill School, if the happy-go-lucky squad set-
tles down, and if administered a swift boot in the proturding 
posterior, the squad may at long last emerge a winner. ' 
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I Lacrosse Twelve Sweeps Swarthmore Girls, 8.3; 
I 
Blue Hens Swamp Lions Shade Bear Cindermen· 
Bear Diamondmen U C T Mel M k T I' In Slugfest, 19-6 •• WO 1 e ar Opp es The varSity lacrosse team 
opened the 1961 campaign by I 
Hamilton, Crosley Star 
she lacking Swarthmore 8-3 on Dela ware won t heir fif th game 
the loser 's batt le ground. Spear- of the short season Saturday af-
heading the Ursinus forces were ternoon even t hough the Ur-
Lore Hamilton and Lynne Cros- sinus Bea rs tallied six runs on 
ley who scored 3 big goals apiece. eleven hits. This was t he best 
Gail Rice harrassed the hostess game of the season for the Bears 
goalie for another score and for the Bears at the pla te, bu t 
Gail Brinton came through with it also happened to be Dela -
the final scoring punch as she ware 's finest afternoon a t slam-
added another goal. ming the horsehide. The Blue 
Swarthmore was the squad's Hens' attack produced 19 runs 
first test this season but the real on 21 base hits including six 
exams will pop up when the gals home runs. 
meet rival teams later in the The game, for all practical 
year's log. Ursinus "timed-in" purposes was over after the sec-
early in the contest to out-man- ond Delaware hitter, Bill Grenda, 
uever the lassies of Swarthmore I belted a two st rike pitch over 
as they worked together to deal the left field fence for the first 
a losing band to their opponents. of six such swats. Delaware pr?-
Lore Hamilton scored early in eeeded to score another run m 
the contest after her teammates the first; three more scored on 
out-mustered the Swarthmore John Strode's first homer in the 
defense to chalk up these goals. third. Strode had a fairly decent 
All-American, Lynne Crosley, day at the plate as he hammer-
came through with a stellar per- ed out three home runs and a 
formance as she whipped single and drove in nine of the 
through the thin-lined defense Blue Hens' nineteen runs. The 
to score her trio of goals. other big thorn in the side of the 
Ursinus' victorious squad out- Ursin us pitching staff was Bill 
shined and out-played the Grenda whose total of four hits 
Swarthmore clan but much re- drove in four more Delaware 
mains to be seen as the girls runs. 
tangle with stiffer competition Pitching Costs 
later this season. The Red, Old 
Gold, and Black attack consist-
ed of Nancy Faust, center; Ann 
Sansenbach, third home; Lynne 
Crosley, second home; Lore Ham-
ilton, first home; Judy Schultz, 
left attack wing; and Nancy 
Kromboltz, right attack wing. 
The defensive unit was compris-
ed of Adele Statzell, point; Sue 
Honeysett, cover point; Helen 
Hutchinson, third man; Gail 
Brinton, left defense wing; Gail 
Rice, right defense wing; and 
Gloria Burgoon, goalie. 
Jayvees Win Also 
The J.V. lacrosse squad crad-
dIed home a victory as they fired 
an 8-0 victory at Swarthmore, 
Linda Carpenter was the scoring 
hero of the day as she dumped 
in 4 big scores for the day's work. 
June Ritting and Bev von Kleeck 
snatched away the second scor-
ing honors as they burst through 
the Swarthmore attack for the 
remaining four scores. 
Getting into the victory spot-
light were remaining players 
Cindy Hays, Carol ' Bentley, 
Georgia Ferrell, Mary Lozier, 
Lucy Metcalf, Dayle Stapleton, 
Kathy Draeger, and Sally An-
drews. 
Veteran Players 
Set for ·Softball 
The softball squad will pick 
up its skeleton veteran force to 
tangle with five opponents dur-
i·ng this coming 1961 season. Re-
turning to the Ursinus diamond 
are captain Sue Schnabel, short 
fielder; Doris Schachterle, catch-
er; Sa.lly Andrews, first base; 
Bev von Kleeck, third bagger; 
Georgia Ferrell, outfield and 
hurler, Carol Taney. The girls of 
Coach Snell walked off with an 
avera~e seasonal victory effort 
last year, and hope to round out 
a victory lot this seaseon on the 
diamond. 
Arch rlvals West Chester, East 
Stroudsburg,Wilson, and Gettys-
burg will compete with the Ur-
sinus forces as part of the sea-
son's action. Since the schedule 
is incomplete, the full picture 
will be ready at a later date. 
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Once' again the lack of second 
line pitching cost the Bears any 
chance they might have had for 
a successful game. Coach Pan-
coast used four throwers and 
none of them was effective. The 
starting pitcher, Jim Stauffer, 
pitched three innings, allowed 
eight runs, and gave up three 
homers. The first of three subse-
quent relievers, Chuck Schaal, 
toiled five innings while allow-
ing nine runs and three g9pher 
balls. The next two mound men, 
Henry and Sheeder, are listed on 
the Ursinus roster as an out-
fielder and an infielder so there 
is some excuse for their in-
effectiveness. 
Ursinus threatened in the first 
two innings and finally scored 
once in the bottom of the third, 
but by this time Delaware had 
counted seven times. It was not 
until the bottom of the seventh 
that Ursinus scored again. This 
time they produced their biggest 
rally of the year, scoring five 
times. Don Henry capped the 
rally with his first hit of the 
season - a towering homerun 
over the left field fence. Henry 
just missed another homer in his 
last time at bat when he blasted 
a tremendous double off the left 
field fence. Barry Williamson 
continued his fine hitting as he 
rapped a triple, a dO\¢le, and a 
single in five trips to the pl~te. 
Captain Doug Harper also got 
good wood on the ball in his fOl\.r 
official times up, but only one of 
his shots landed in basehit terri-
tory. 
Koch Squibs 
Larry Koch managed to col-
lect two of his patented squib 
hits. Koch's knack for chopping 
the ball into the ground and 
then legging it out sofely while 
the opposing infield pulls an Al-
phonse-Gaston routine paid off 
twice against Delaware. 
John Weaver who had been 
meeting the ball well in the first 
two games belted two hits in five 
times to the plate and drove in 
two runs. There has been no 
question about Weaver's ability 
as a defensive baseman, but it 
now appears that John will add 
Punch at the plate also. 
There is some chance that, in 
order to bolster the mound corps, 
Coach Pancoast may experiment 
with Barry Williamson on the 
hill. An excellent hitter and a 
stellar performer afield, William-
son could, with a little work, de-
velop into a winning pitcher. 
The Bears were scheduled to 
play at Wilkes College this after-
noon with Terry Shaner, Ursinus' 
number one moundman, slated 
to start. 
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Ursinus Looks Strong While Losing by 7 2 3 Points; 
Morgan's Form Year's Best in Grueling Triple Win 
On Saturday, Apri115, the Ursinus track team journey-
ed to Reading to meet the favored Albright Lions. In last 
year's encounter the Bears dropped an 83-43 decision. This 
year, however, the situation was much different since Ur-
sinus now boasts a much' better balanced team. A near 'per-
fect day and a fast track contributed all the necessary qual-
ifications for a good meet. It was a good meet which was 
not decided until the last three events which Albright took 
I 
to win 69 1/3 to 61 2/ 3. 
Ursinus a.b. r . h. rbi . Tri-captain Vern Morgan ran 
Harper ... ..... .................. 4 1 lOa 4: 29 mile with little effort and 
Koch ............. ...... .... ....... 5 2 1 0 no competition. He won by more 
Stock .............................. 4 0 0 0 I 
Williamson .... ...... : .... .. .. . 5 3 2 2 than 200 yards. Bill Pratt finish-
Weaver .......................... 5 2 1 2 ed third. Morgan took the half 
Henry ............. ..... .......... 5 2 1 2 mpe in an easy two minute time 
Shaner ................. ......... 2 0 0 0 with Larry Worth a strong sec-
K'nk'w'cz ...................... 2 0 0 0 I ond, holding off a last moment 
Stauffer ................. ....... 1 0 0 0 bid by Albright's Bill Ritzman. 
Scha.al .... ........... .. ....... .... 2 0 0 0 Morgan really took off in the 
FAallulbknehr .......... .. .......... 21 00 00 00 long two mile event. From the 
e ac .. ............... ....... opening gun it was evident that 
Murphy .. . ..... .. .. ... ..... .. .... 1 0 0 0 th h' th I 
Scheede~ ...... ............. ..... 0 0 0 0 tiO~ r~~in;a\i~s' tir~e~n lt~~s~ 
J. Brackm ..... ............... -.: -.: ~ ~ covered the first mile in 4: 53 and 
Totals ........... ... ....... ... .. 40 11 6 6 powered home on the back mile 
in 4 :49 to set a new school, field, 
and meet record of 9: 43.3. This 
time is one of the fastest run in 
the East so far this year in the 
two mile event and no one yet 
has come up with as fine a triple 
as Morgan did against Albright. 
(Parenthetically it was noted 
that Morgan passed up running 
in a highly touted invitational 
meet at QuantiCO Friday in order 
to be in top shape for the Al-
bright meet.) 
Delaware a.b. h. r . rbi 
Bainner .......................... 4 1 2 1 
Grenda ........ ............ ...... 6 4 2 4 
Herbert .......................... 6 3 2 2 
Green ..... ........ ..... ...... .... 5 1 1 0 
Groves ..... ............... .. ...... 2 1 2 0 
Strode ........... ..... ..... ..... .. 6 4 3 9 
Cloud ..... .......... ..... ..... ... 4 2 1 1 
Lukk ............ ... .............. , 3 0 1 0 
Smith .. .... .... .................. 3 2 2 1 
Aldrich .... ...... .......... ...... 1 1 1 0 
Young .............. ............ .. 1 1 1 0 
Sundra ................ .......... 1 0 0 0 
Thompson ............. ...... . 2 0 0 0 
Lackman ..... .. .. ............... 1 1 1 0 
Gould PuUs Upset 
In the 440, Albright's Bill Sala-
neck led teammate John Derr 
- - - - and Ursin us' Mons King to the 
Delaware totals ....... . 45 21 19 18 tape in 53.3. In the 100 and 220, 
"U" Tennis Team 
Has High Hopes; 
Improvement Seen 
Albright's Bruce Birkholtz took 
a double winning in 10.2 and 
22.4 respectively. 'Jim Zilai took 
third in both races. The 120 
yard high hurdles outcome was 
a big surprise for nearly every-
one but Coach Ray Gurzynski. 
Denny Gould upset last year's 
This could be the year for the M.A.C. champion Walt Diehm by 
Ursinus tennis team. The net- catching him at the tape in 16.0. 
men have not had a winning Pete Wise beat out M.A.C. run-
season in five years, and the ner-up Polyasko for third place 
team, under the capable direc- in this event. In the 220 lows, 
tion of Sid Quinn, is looking for- Gould nearly took a double 
ward to breaking the .500 mark. against Diehm but this time the 
Captained by Jerry Leather- Albright hurdler held off Gould's 
man, the number one man, the fast finish and won in 26.3. Pete 
tennis team is missing only one Wise took third place in this 
of its top six from last year~ race. 
Mike Blewett who graduated in In the high jump, Albright's 
January. Returning lettermen Grant took the event with a 
are Leatherman, Don Famous, 5' 10" effort; Pete Wise was sec-
Larry Habgood, Bob Hohn, Jerry ond and Diehm, Gould, and Dave 
Morita, and Jay Bosniak. With Bonner pulled a three way tie 
an added year of experience, for third. 
these five give the team plenty Lou Tartaglia broke into the 
of depth. winner's circle for the first time 
Newcomers Shine in two years as he won the pole 
Newcomers this year should vault at 10' 6". In the broad 
add a big lift to the front line. jump, Krow won with a leap of 
Geoff Bloom, Bruce Rambo, and 21' 8%". Doug Deicke beat out 
Bob Fernandez have looked good Dick Woodruff for second place 
in early season practice. Both in Woodruff's favorite event. 
Bloom and Rambo distinguished Tony Sermarini won the jave-
themselves in a practice match lin with a 183' 21'2'" Al Walton 
against the Hill School, winning was second in this contest but 
their singles matches easily. won the shot put and the discus 
Bloom, displaying polished form, throwing 45' 1/2" and 129' 8%" 
has already beaten some of the respectively. Denny Wilson took 
returning lettermen. a third in the discus. 
Others out for the team are In the mile relay Albright was 
Steve Wurster and Boris Broz. ahead all the way and won in 
Steve saw action last year and 3 '38 
should be a great help while . . 
Broz, who lettered his freshman The meet see-sawed .back and 
year, needs only to perfect a forth all afternoon untI.I the last 
serve to return to winning form. three eyents, the broad ~ump, the 
The racquetmen open their I two. mIle, ~nd the ~Ile relay. 
season this Wednesday at home ~lbn~ht game~ 15 pomts to Ur-
against Swarthmore, last year's smus seven m thes~ crucial 
Middle Atlantic Conference events. The final score. 69 1/3 to 
champions. The match starts at 61 2/3. 
3 p.m. The singles order should • ----.----
be Leatherman, Famous, Bloom, Outing, VarSIty Clubs 
Hohn, Bosniak, and Habgo~d : Schedule Parachutist 
with Morita and Rambo used m . 
the doubles matches. For Talk, FIlm Tomorrow 
INTRAMURAL 
CORNER. 
Tomorrow night the Ursinus 
Outing Club and the Varsity 
Club will sponsor a film and a 
talk by Steve Snyder, the presi-
dent of the Chute Club of Valley 
All fraternity men and Inde- Forge. Snyd~r, who has para-
pendents interested in entering , chuted 365 tImes with a personal 
the IFC track meet should.start record of 230.0 feet, will show 
getting their physical examina- I films of skydIvers taken as he 
I 
tions as soon 9:s possible. Any-. plummets towards the earth in 
one entering thIS meet must have , free fall. 
a physical even if he was exam- I Mr. Snyder, who will also com-
ined during the winter. pete in the world championships, 
~============~ I will also show and explain his 
equipment. 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL Other Outing Club functions 
SMORGASBORD 
Fri. 5-9, Sun. 12-8 
BANQUETS - PARTIES 
Private Dining Room 
HU 9-9511 
coming up are a canoe trip on 
April 23, and a coed overnight 
camping trip. Bitsy Lamberton is 
In charge of the committee 
handling the canoe trip while 
Dick Woodruff will organize the 
=============, camping trip. • 
PAGE FOUR THE URSINlJS WEEKLl' 
Visiting Psychology Lecturer Talks 
To Three Ursinus Groups Monday 
Profs Discuss • .. YMCA Elections. 
(Continued from palre 1) (Continued trom P fl.go 1) 
labs, library, and offices for all The Regional YMCA Assembly at 
the departments. Such courses Camp Hilltop in Downingtown 
as Latin and Greek were stand- chose this Dean's List Sopho-
ard admission requirements, al- more to fulfill various executive 
though, he admitted, students duties and attend the major 
probably did not have to study YMCA conferences and conven-
so hard in those times as do tions. 
by Mike Berstein I 
In his various talks to groups 
of students during the day, and 
in his evening talk on "New AP- I 
proaches in Industrial Psycholo-
gy," Dr. B. von Haller Gilmer, 
visiting lecturer from Carnegie 
Institute of Technology, d~play­
ed a remarkable synoptic know-
ledge of psychological theory 
and practice. 
In his first talk Dr. Gilmer 
discussed the experimental de-
velopment of a system of com-
munication for the deaf-blind. 
In his discussion Dr. Gilmer em-
phasized the staggering amcunt 
of trial and error and years or 
research that accompany pro-
today's scholars. During the war Steve's state work began las t 
years of the '40's male students weekend (April 14 through 16) 
began to drop out, a fact "es- when he participated in the first 
pecially alarming to th e wom- Executive Committee Meeting in 
en!" The arrival of a V-12 naval Harrisburg. This spring shortly 
unit on the campus brought after school closes he will join in 
with it a program of four sem- the Evangelical and Reformed 
esters per year, tolerated by the Church sponsored Leadership 
faculty as their part of the war Training Camp, and in the fall 
effort. After the War, the re- the Executive Committee will 
turning GIs boosted our enroll- meet again. 
ment to an all-time high of 1003 The climax of this year as a 
students. state 'Y' officer will probably oc-
The following week Doctors cur the last week in August for 
gress in such experimental psy- Dr. Gilmer talks informally 
. Staiger and Pancoast dusted off , Steve, who will be heading the 
old memories of the past thirty delegation to the National Con-
years and brought them to the vention h eld in Wisconsin. Here, 
Y Forum, part two. Dr. Staiger with YMCA leaders from other 
began his discussion with the states, he will help to examine 
display of a late copy of a news- and evaluate the organization's 
paper, claiming "Russian Man programs on various campuses, 
in Orbit Returned"-and pro- trying to discover how these 
posed that this was an accom- programs can be improved to 
plishment of which the entire be most effective and servicable 
world should be proud. This to the different campus situa-
achievement was a far cry from tions. 
chology. Ever since a 1926 study to Psychology Class 
revealed Braille to be a highly 
inefficient system of communi- Dr. Gilmer then explained the 
cation, scientists at Northwest- three main fallacies that pre-
ern, MIT, Virginia, Carneigie In- vailed in human management. 
stitute, and the National Insti- These fallacies are the assump-
tute of Neurological Diseases i tio~s. that 1. Men make .rational 
and Blindness have entered the I deClSlOns, 2. Everybody 1S work-
search for a more operative ing toward the same goal, and 
method of communication with 3. Everybody wants to succeed. 
the deaf-blind. Through close I Management wants to weed out 
co-operation painless transmis- ~~plican~ who dis~lay the qual-
sion of a scientific code through 1tles the1r orgaruzations are 
electrodes of square wave pulses 'l ll~Oking for and not assu~e ap-
is being perfected. The develop- pllcants to possess certam mo-
ment of this system evidences tivies. 
the humble beginnings some As delegate to the National 
thirty years ago in the fields of Methodist youth Conference at 
nuclear science. From the time DePauw University in 1958, and 
when one man could know as discussion leader the follow-
everything there was to know ing year at the Convention at 
about organic chemistry, we now Purdue, Steve gained valuable 
see such information doubling experience towards his current 
yearly. Ten more elements have responsibility. At Ursinus, he is 
been discovered, trolleys have now co-chairman of the Student 
disappeared from the American Worship Commission, maintain-
scene, electricity has gained ing several other extra-curricu-
widespread use- these were only lar offices as well. A pre-theo his-
a few of the advancements tory major, Steve is the business 
which Dr. Staiger mentioned. man age r of Meistersingers, 
the interdependency of modern In conclusion, Dr. Gilmer 
sciences and the pragmatic ap- stressed that the organization 
plication of the holistic ap- man of the future will ?e ex-
proach of modern science speci- pected to be company-onented, 
alists in anatomy, physchophy- civicly-oriented, status-oriented, 
sics, mathematics, cryptography , and outside-oriented simulta:n-
biochemistry, electronics, com- eously. The only way to surVlve 
puter science, and psychocyber- in the industrial jungle will be 
oetics, all joining forces on the to meet competition. To preserve 
project in hopes that their sys- his mental sanity the industrial 
tern will have ramifications in executive will have to appraise 
pilot signaling and other mUi- realistically his assets and Jia-
tary communications systems. bilities and set criteria of per-
Dr. Pancoast, in talking on the scholarship chairman for Sigma 
Supreme Court in the past thirty Rho Lambda, and manager of 
years, traced its development- the VarSity tennis team, in addi-
dwelling on the periOd of ac- tion to participating in JV bas-
tivism since Warren became ketbaU and chapel choir. 
In his second daytime talk, Dr. sonal succe~ or . failur~. com-
Gilmer posed this question: ~ensurate w1th. h1S abllt~es. It 
What kind of new organization- 1S the task of th1S generatl~n. to 
al theory do we need in indus- prevent themse:;es. from hvmg 
try? To give background infor- existences of qUlet despera-
mation Dr. Gilmer fjrst explain- tion." 
Chief Justice in 1953. Today the With the help of the two rep-
Court is under fire from many resentaitves from U. C. to the 
quarters on the grounds that it Executive Council of the YWCA, 
is too soft on Communism and Lodie Kershner and Barbara 
that it is encroaching on the Rupp, Steve feels that a great 
affairs of Congress. The poli- deal can be accomplished both 
tical scene on the Ursinus cam- on the campus and on the state ed the evolution of organization-
al theory. The early Twentieth 
Century witnessed the develop-
ment of scientific management 
with mass production and care-
ful programming of workers. 
World War Two brought women 
into the factories and a press-
ing need for optimum produc-
tion. As a consequence manage-
ment was made more cognikant 
of engineering psychology and 
the need for altering machines 
for the convenience of people . 
The individual attained a new 
importance in industry. In the 
present decade a new revolution 
in industrial management is oc-
cuting . Automation is moving 
people from the machines into 
the office, and electronic com-
puters are taking over the jobs 
of middle management. Dr. Gil-
mer speculated that the organi-
I zation of the future may be 
comprised of only three levels of 
workmen: top executives, a large 
proportion of white collar pro-
fessionals, and relatively few 
blue collar workers. 
mosphere. 
What does this mean to the 
Varsity Club • pus has changed considerably level. He feels that by close "co-
(Contlnued tram pace 1) as far as courses offered and operation and a recipocal idea 
effort in the last few months their content. American Poli- exchange with the state organi-
has made the changes possible. tical Theory, added to the ros- zation," our own 'Y' will broaden 
First, the VarSity Club approved trum within the past few years, in scope and exemplify the ideda 
the apPOintment of a Loan Fund is offered on very few other campus_'Y_'_. _____ _ 
Committee consisting of Herb small liberal arts campuses. 
. fi th Band Leader Initiated Murphy, Doug Harper, Jim San- Smce some ve years ago e 
dercock and Don Henry. Under enrollment as majors in the pol Into Music Frat~rnity 
the direction of Club President sci department has increased 
John Detweiler plans were modi- from approximately fifteen to Mr. Damon D. Holton, new 
for the new contract and modi- an all-time high of 64 this year. director of the Ursinus College 
fications. A rough draft of the band and a highly accomplished 
contract was taken to Dr. Helf- "Slaves" . • • musician of great experience, 
ferich at semester vacation and (Continued from Dage 2) was initiated as an honorary 
was wholeheartedly approved by dren from prejudice and dis- member of Pi Nu Epsilon, Na-
him with a few changes. Then it crirrtination. Often the individ- tional Honorary Music Frater-
was the duty of the committee ual reverts to self-hate and nity, Monday evening April 17. 
to make copies of the old and curses the fate that made him Along with Mr. Holton, Pi Nu in-
new contracts and, under the old what he is. People who are dis- iti~ted Mar.garet sens~nig and 
contract's stipulations, notify criminated against react in one Ehz~beth SImpso~,. se~lOrs who 
the members of the Varsity Club of two ways. They become apa- attamed the quahfIca~lOn.s nec-
from the last five years. This thetic and give up or they be- essary . for membershIp m the 
task had been a detriment to come aggressive and revolt. I fratermty. . 
progress prior to this time. The The roots of prejudice are fear Mr. Holton came to Urslllus 
majority approval of these and ignorance, and until they I last Septemb.er . and has been 
alumni was necessary before the are overcome' we can make no able to reVltahze the band. 
old fund could be put to use in progress. We have a big prob- All. those who attended the 
terms of the new contract. lem on our hands and something Mruch concert we~e greeted b;; a 
Tl;lis majority was received must be done about it.. The in- perf?rmance ? f outstandmg 
two weeks ago. surance of equal opportunitv is quahty and vanety as the group 
Applications for the loan must a community responsibility. The ·under Mr .. Holton perfo;med 
be received before March 31 al- community is made up of 1n- works varymg from BaCD to 
though this year the date was dividuals and it is on the indi- Sousa. 
extended a few weeks pending vidual level that most effective ===----..,==---======-=--
final approval. A number of progress will be made. If one 
VarSity Club members have I makes a bigoted remark we 
shown interest in the loan, and must accept each person as an 
the name of t.he rec~pient :will individual and appreciate in- I 
be announced m the nnmedlate dividual differences and the 
future. right of all to live a creative life. 
Detweiler Comments When we reach this point, then, 
John Detweiler, president of and only then, are we no longer, 
the Varsity Club, had this to say according to Myers, slaves of 
about the new loan phn: "Th~ fear. 
members of the Varsity Club ============== 
are glad to be able to help fin-
ancially some of the more needy 
athletes here at Ursinus. We f('ell 
this loan fund is a fine contri- 1 
bution to the college." 
Schrader's 
Atlantic Station 
COLLEGEVILLE 
LAUNDRY 
Next to the Hockey Field 
• SIDRTS-
A Specialty 
. Subscribe Now 
at Half Price * 
You can read this world-famous 
daily newspaper for the next six 
months for $5, just half the 
regular subscription rate. 
Dr. Gilmer's final lecture of a 
strenuous day was presented in 
S-12 at 8 p.m. After a brief in-
troduction by Dr. Tyson, Dr. Gil-
mer began his lecture on "New 
Approaches in Industrial Psych-
ology and Human Behavior in 
Organizations." D. Gilmer point-
ed out that for the last five 
years the emphasis in Indust-
rial Psychology has been on the 
organization, not the individual. 
Teams of economists, sociolog-
ists, anthropologists, and politi-
cal srientists are working to de-
termine clinically "company 
personalities." Research indi-
cates that matching individual 
personalities with the company 
philosophy will be fruitful for 
both management and labor. 
The authoritarian person mill be 
happier and produce more in an 
autocratic environment and the 
same is true of the democratic I 
personality in a permissive at-
career . development of today's : 460 Main St. Collegeville Pa. 
college graduate? It means that : . ' PROMPT SERVICE 
Get top news coverage. Enjoy 
special features. Clip for refer-
ence work. the job applicant should find I We glye S. & H. Stamps 
out the climate of the organiza-
tion he is considering entering. 
The applicant should see wether I Only the Best 
the views of management and 
the informal ruling cliques are in FLOWERS 
compatible with his own ambi-
tions and attitudes. 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS 
Decorated Cakes for all 
occasions 
HU 9-2871 L. E. Knoeller, Prop . 
. 
- at -
CHRISTMANS 
568 High St., Pottstown 
For your CORSAGES 
See BARRY FRANCIS 
A. W. Zimmerman 
• Jeweler· 
Collegeville, Pa. 
We carry a complete line of 
Gifts, Sterling Silver, 
Diamonds and Watches. 
All Repairs of Jewelry and 
Watches done in our shop 
in the store. 
Send your order today. Enclose 
check ar money order. Use cou-
pon below. 
--------------The Christlon Science Monitor P·CN 
One Norway St., BOiton 15, Mass. 
Send your newspaper for the time 
checked. 
o 6 months $5 0 1 year $10 
o College Student 0 Faculty Member 
Name 
Address 
City Zone State 
-this SlIKlal elf" IVIlloble ONLY to colle<Je 
Itudenls, faculty II1CIriIcrs, WId coli. libr"les. 
Outdoor Jazz Program 
Offered Here April 22 
MONDAY, APRIL 17, 1961 
I 
I 
Lobsang • •. 
(Continued Crom pa~e 1) 
northern India. Here, in volun-
You can be there when the tary exile, these Tibetans must 
Saints come marching in, the fi~d a new life. The hopes of the 
Saints of Bleeker Street, that is. exiles rest for a large part with 
The Saints have "marched" at the twenty-five year old Dalai 
Bucknell, Lehigh, Lafayette, Col- Lama. Arising from a back-
gate, Pennsylvania, R.P.I., Tem- ground of almost complete iso-
pIe, Syracuse, and other colleges lation, this young leader is not 
in this area. Now the Saints are intellectually isolated. He speaks 
coming to Ursinus College. English and Chinese, and he has 
Rick Lundy and his Saints are I a keen interest in machinery. 
an enthusiastic jazz band from While Dr. Rice continued to 
the University of Pennsylvania. narrate the films, Lobsang 
They have performed at Car- ducked out and returned after 
negie Hall 's Annual College Jazz a quick change into a monk's 
Concert, The Elbow Beach Surf gown. He answered the typical 
Club during "College Week" in questIons asked by Americans; 
Bermuda, Jimmy Ryan's, the like, "Are these cars in Tibet?" 
Biltmore Hotel, and The Village and, "Do you have electric pow-
Gate in New York City. They er?" Although he answered both 
have also shared the stage with questions negatively, Lobsang 
Billy M~ and his Orchestra, remarkeQ.. that the Communists 
Kai Winding, Eddie Condon, and have started to build roads and 
Wilbur de Paris. They have a construct power generating 
recording contract with West- plants. Dr. Rice added that gen-
minster R8Cords, Inc. ocide was another of their inno-
In 1959, the Saints played their vations. . 
way across the Atlantic on a At the concluslOn of the pro-
Netherland Government Student gram, East and West exchange-
Ship, then spread the "Dixie- ed a deep .unspoken warmth; 
land Gospel" throughout West- the appreCIative a p p I au s e 
ern Europe. brought a grateful smile to Lob-
If you are interested in jazz sang's blushing face. 
and good music, or are looking Reader's Digest 
for a way to spend an enjoyable A picture of Lobsang in his 
Saturday afternoon, then come native surroundings appears in 
to the Jazz Concert on AprH 22, the April issue of Reader's Di-
from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. The con- g~ as a part of a story entitled 
cert will be held outside Of. F~ee- "Yes, There Is A Lowell Thom-
land .Hall. A small admIss10ns as." Lobsang is shown (on page 
fee w1ll be charged. 249) with members of his fam-
The Concert is being sponsor- ily some friends an interpreter 
ed by the W.S.f!r.A. as part of a an'd Lowell Th~mas. Lobsang: 
plan to present mterestmg we~k- wearing yellow robes, is in the 
end programs. A track meet w1th I center. The picture, taken in 
Haverford will follow the con- 1949 _ ten years before the 
cert. Dalai Lama was forced to flee A~so at 10 :00 on S~turday, the Communists, was taken by 
AP:-1l 22, the W.S.G:A. IS spon- Lowell Thomas and Lowell 
sormg ~ demonstra.tlOn of flo~er Thomas Jr. during their Tibetan 
arrangmg .. There 1S n? ad~Is- 1 expedition. 
sion for thIS presentatlOn bemg 
held in PaLsley Recreation Room. ============== 
Mrs. Alice Mammon from THE INDEPENDENT 
Springfield will demonstrate to 
all interested girls the technique 
of making floral arrangements. 
Girls will then have the oppor-
tunity to make some arrange-
ments themselves. Mrs. Mammon 
Printers & Publishers 
Collegeville 
HUxley 9-9353 or 9-7151 
will judge these arrangements. Yarns - Notions - Cards 
Marine . Selection Team 
To Visit Ursinus Campus 
COLLEGEVILLE 
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP 
478 Main st., Collegeville. Pa. 
On April 24 a Marine Corps HU 9-2761 • lana C. Schatz 
Officer Selection Team will visit 
Ursinus to interview students 
who are interested in becoming 
officers in the Marine Corps. 
SUGERMAN HARDWARE 
328 Main Street 
The Corps now offers three Housewares - Electrical Supplies 
separate programs; one fC'r SPORTING GOODS 
freshmen, sophomores, amI jun- HU 9-7379 
iors; one for seniors, or It:'cent I ~====~======~ 
graduates. T,he visiting officers -
will discuss these three pro- I 1949 PLYMOUTH FOR SALE -
grams. 4 door sedan, 1961 inspection, 
Those interested in the Ma.:-- good condition. Tires, battery 
ine programs and who have any brakes, radio. W. A. LINN, 501 
questions are. invited to :neet East Anderson Ave. Phoenixville. 
with the Manne Corps Off1c~rs. ' 
Selection Team. WEllmgton 3-6608. 
IN THE COLLEGE 
BRAND ROUND -UP 
URSINUS COLLEGE ONLY 
PRIZES: 
1st Prize-l DECCA Stereophonic 4-speed hi fidelity 
console phonograph. 
2nd Prize-l KEYSTONE 8M movie camera and carry-
ing case with Fl.S lens. 
RULES: 
1. Contest open to students only. 
2. Save empty packages of Marlboro, Parl1ament, 
Alpine and Philip Morris. 
3. April 3rd to May 5th, Marlboro Salesman Charles 
Taylor will pick up wrappers. 
WHO WINS: 
1st Prize will be awarded to any group, lraternlty] 
sorority or individual submitting ~he largest; 
number of empty packages on Marlboro, Parlia-
ment, Alpine and Philip Morris. 
2nd Prize will be awarded only to the individual sub-
mitting the most empty packages of Phllip 
Morris Commander king size • 
Gel on Ihe BRANDWAGON ••• it's lois of fill 
~-.... " .~ • rlf.d1eJlf UarlLom . fr ::::::" .......... 
